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The transport properties of Co/Cu multilayers are calculated from first principles in the ballistic
tances as large as 120% are obtained in the geometry with the current perpendicular to the int
hybridization is found to play an essential role in giving rise to this giant magnetoresistance effect.

We present a theoretical study of the giant magnetoresistance (MR) in antif~zromagnetically
coupled magnetic
multilayers which emb?hasizes the importance of band
slructure effects. Giant MR arises when the anti-parallel
magnetizations of adjacent magnetic layers are forced to
become parallel by an external magnetic field [l]. Electrical transport experiments are carried out in the CurrentPerpendicular-to-the-iltterfzce-Plane
(CPP) geometry [2-53
as well as in the more corrflentional Current-in-Plane (CIPI
geometry.
Our aim is to examine the effect of realistic band
structures on the transport properties of transition metal
multilayers. The Landauer-Biittiker
formalism that has
been used previousl!r to study transport in a stmiclassical
effective mass approxirr.ation [6,7] can be readily extended
:o klude band struckre effects. The Landauer conductance formula [S] is then rewritten by labeling the ingoing
ad outg&tg states et the Fermi energy by the component
q1 p of the crystal mc,mentum inside the first Brillouin
zone perpendicularto the transport
ii, the band
index v and the spin index CT:

The calculation
of the transmission
probabilities
147, #$Nr;dLp’d 1* from incident mode q1 gxr to transmitted mode 4’, pv’~’ is in general difficult. We therefore
begin by considering the perfectly ballistic regime of a
point contact [9], where we only have to count the number
of transverse modes N,. This regime should be expcrimentaHp accessible. Furthermore, Asano et al. [lo] have poin!ed
out . * whereas the existence of CIP-MR depends criti-
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tally on interface impurity scattering, this is
CPP-MR. The kdistic
(Shako)
condo
tional to the sample cross section A an
S, of the Fermi sukes
for the different
plane normal to ii [11,12]:

w%(q) -G*
To evaluate Eq. (2) we calculated the ban
e,,(q) from first principbs in the ~~~-sp~~~~~
proximaticrn
oriented

using the linear muffin-tin

CoJCu,

multilayers.

ap-

orbital

The unit ceil contains

IO

atomic layers of Co followed by n atomic layersof Cu.
The charge and spin densities in the par&I
were calculated self-consistently
and the
band structures determine
in the anti-parallel configuration were cakulatc
potential obtained by interchanging the spin
the parallel configuration
The influence of calculating the
sistently was studied for n = 1,2 and fo
tant. We adapted the linear analytic t
[14] to obtain the number of ch
obtain well converged results. For ex
structure was calculated at as many as 55
full Brillouh zone for the Co,/Cu,

the CPP direction fo
Co&u,
multilayer
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Fig. 2. The thickness dependence of the MR (0) and of the
conductances G for the majority (0) and the minority (D ) spin in
the parallel configuration and for both spins in the anti-parallel
configuration (0). The MR is defined as (Cm, + Gmin2G, )/2GAp.

has been completely

even though impuneglected. We empha-

Fig 1. The ~gffj~~~~s of rhe Fermi surfaces on a plane parallel to
in~rfaces for the majority (;op) and the minority spin (bottom)
1 orknted cO,Cu, muhilayer in the parallel configurablack parts represent the projected Fermi surfaces inside
first ~~~~~i~ zone. The f+oint is in the middle of the
figures.

size that no empirical parameters or other phenomenological input have been used. Neglecting the sp-d hybridization in the calculation reduces the CPP-MR to almost zero
from which we conclude that this hybridizaiion
is of
crucial importance to describe the giant MR effect. For the
CIP, on the other hand, the calculated MR is much smaller
and impurity scattering appears to be much more important.
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